Introduction
This paper addresses run-time support for sharing objects in a typed language between the different computers within a cluster. Typing must be strong enough that it is possible to determine unambiguously whether a memory location contains an object reference or not. Many modern languages fall under this category, including Java and Modula-3. Direct access through a reference to object data is supported, unlike Java/RMI or Orca [2] , where remote object access is restricted to method invocation. Furthermore, in languages with suitable multithreading support, such as Java, distributed execution is transparent: no new API is introduced for distributed sharing. This transparency distinguishes this work from many earlier distributed object sharing systems [2, 6, 13, 11] .
The key insight in this paper is that the ability to distinguish pointers from data at run-time enables more efficient fine-grained sharing than is possible with conventional distributed shared memory (DSM) implementations that do not use type information (e.g., [1, 12] ). Conventional VM-based DSM systems have only achieved good performance on relatively coarse-grained applications, because of their reliance on VM pages. Although relaxed memory models [8] and multiple-writer protocols [5] reduce the impact of the large page size, fine-grained sharing and false sharing remain problematic [1] . Fine-grained DSM systems have been built using code instrumentation, but they have been limited by the cost of instrumentation and lack of communication aggregation [7] . The system presented here, DOSA, uses the ability to distinguish pointers from data at run-time to achieve efficient fine-grained sharing using VM support and without using instrumentation. It does so by introducing a level of indirection that allows objects to reside at different virtual memory locations with different protection attributes. Compiler optimization reduces the overhead of this level of indirection where necessary.
We have implemented this system, and compared its performance to that of TreadMarks, a state-of-the-art pagebased system [1] . We have derived our implementation from the TreadMarks code base, thereby avoiding performance differences due to irrelevant code differences. Our performance evaluation substantiates the following claims:
1. The performance of fine-grained applications is considerably better (up to 98% for Barnes-Hut and 62% for Water-Spatial) than in TreadMarks.
2. The performance of coarse-grained applications is nearly as good as in TreadMarks (within 6%). Since the performance of such applications is already good in TreadMarks, we consider this an acceptable performance penalty.
No direct comparison with an instrumentation-based DSM system was possible, because no such system is broadly available, but we speculate on the likely outcome of such a comparison in Section 8.
Programming Model
No special API is required in languages with suitable typing and multithreading support, such as Java or Modula-3. The programming model supports a shared space of objects, in which references are distinguishable from data. An object is the unit of sharing. In other words, a single object cannot be written concurrently by different threads, even if those threads modify distinct parts of the object. If two threads write to the same object, they should synchronize between their writes. Arrays are treated as collections of objects, and therefore their elements can be written concurrently. Of course, for correctness, the different processes must write to disjoint elements in the arrays.
The object space is release consistent [8] . In essence, under release consistency, the propagation of updates from one processor to another may be delayed until the processors synchronize. Parallel programs that are properly synchronized (i.e., synchronize between conflicting accesses to shared data) behave as expected on the conventional sequentially consistent shared memory model. The programmer is responsible for creating and destroying threads of control, and for the necessary synchronization to insure orderly access by these threads to the object space. Various synchronization mechanisms may be used, such as semaphores, locks, barriers, monitors, etc. There is no system-level association between a synchronization variable and a particular object. For instance, a lock may protect a single object, multiple objects, or an array of objects.
Implementation

Single-machine Implementation
Consider a single-processor implementation of a typed language using a handle table. Each object is identified by an unique object identifier (OID) that is also the index of the object's handle table entry. Thus, all references to the object, in fact, refer to its handle table entry, which in turn points to the actual object (see Figure 1 ). In such an implementation, relocating objects in memory is easy. It suffices to change its handle table entry. No other changes need to be made, since all references are indirected through the handle table.
Distributed Implementation
Extending this simple observation allows an efficient distributed implementation of these languages. Specifically (see Figure 2) , a handle table representing all shared objects is present on each processor. A globally unique OID identifies each object, and serves as an index into the handle tables. As before, each handle table entry contains a pointer to the memory location where the object resides on that processor. The consistency protocol can then be implemented solely in terms of OIDs, because these are the actual references that appear in any of the objects. Furthermore, the same object may be allocated at different virtual memory addresses on different processors. It suffices for the handle table entry on each processor to point to the proper location. In other words, although the programmer retains the abstraction of a single object space, it is no longer the case that all of memory is virtually shared, and that all objects reside at the same virtual address on all processors, as is the case in a DSM system.
Fine-grained VM access detection
The ability to locate the same object at different virtual memory addresses on different machines allows us to provide fine-grained access detection using VM techniques as follows. Although only a single physical copy of each object exists on a single processor, each object can be accessed through three VM mappings. All three map to the same physical location in memory, but with three different protection attributes: invalid, read-only, or read-write. A change in access mode is accomplished by switching between the different mappings for that object only. The mappings for the other objects in the same page remain unaffected. Consider the example in Figure 3 . A page contains four objects, one of which is written on a different processor. This modification is communicated between processors through the consistency protocol, and results in the invalid mapping being set for this object. Access to other objects can continue, unperturbed by this change, thus eliminating false sharing between objects on the same page.
Object Storage Allocation
The ability to allocate objects at different addresses on different processors also suggests that we can delay the storage allocation for an object on a processor until that object is first accessed by that processor. We call this optimization lazy object storage allocation. For some programs, it reduces the memory footprint and produces better cache locality. N-body simulations illustrate this benefit. Each processor typically accesses its own bodies, and a small number of nearby bodies on other processors. With global allocation of memory, the remote bodies are scattered in memory, causing lots of misses, messages, and -in the case of TreadMarks -false sharing. In contrast, in DOSA, only the local bodies and the locally accessed remote bodies are Figure 3 : Access detection using the handle pointers. allocated in local memory. As a result of the smaller memory footprint, there are far fewer access misses and messages, and false sharing is eliminated through the per-object mappings. Moreover, objects can be locally re-arranged in memory, for instance to improve cache locality or during garbage collection, without affecting the other processors.
Consistency Protocol
DOSA, like TreadMarks, uses a lazy invalidate protocol to implement release consistency [1] . Consistency is, however, maintained in terms of objects rather than pages. In other words, consistency messages specify object identifiers instead of page numbers. For individual objects, a single writer protocol is used [10] . For arrays of objects, whether of a scalar type or a reference type, a multiple writer protocol is used [1] . This permits the use of a single OID for the entire array, while still allowing concurrent modifications to distinct objects within the array. The lazy implementation delays the propagation of consistency information until a processor acquires a lock or departs from a barrier. At that time, the last releaser of the lock or the barrier manager processor informs the processor which objects have been modified. In particular, invalidations never arrive asynchronously; they only arrive at the time of a synchronization.
An inverse object table, implemented as a hash table, is used by the page fault handler to translate a faulting address to an OID.
Read Aggregation
When a processor faults on a particular object, if the object is smaller than a page, it uses a list of objects in the same page to find all of the invalid objects residing in that page. It sends out concurrent object fetch messages for all these objects to the processors recorded as the last writers of these objects.
By doing so, we aggregate the requests for all invalid objects in the same page. This approach performs better than simply fetching one faulted object at a time. If there is some locality in the objects accessed by a processor, then it is likely that the objects allocated in the same page are going to be accessed closely together in time, in particular given lazy object storage allocation. Some unnecessary objects may be fetched, but the messages to fetch those objects go out in parallel, and therefore their latencies and the latencies of the replies are largely overlapped.
Compiler Optimizations
The extra indirection creates a potential problem for applications that access large arrays, because it may cause significant overhead, without any gain from better support for fine-grained sharing. This problem can be addressed using type-based alias analysis and loop invariant analysis to eliminate many repeated indirections.
Consider, a C program with a two-dimensional array of scalars, such as float, that is implemented in the same fashion as a two-dimensional Java array of scalars, i.e., an array of pointers to an array of a scalar type ("scalar type **a;"). Assume this program performs a regular traversal of the array with a nested for loop. which, in a typed language can be similarly transformed to
While offering much improvement, this transformation still leaves the DOSA program at a disadvantage compared to the optimized TreadMarks program, because of the remaining pointer dereferencing in the inner loop. Observe also that the following transformation of the DOSA program is legal but not profitable:
The problem with this transformation occurs when a->handle[i]->handle has been invalidated as a result of a previous synchronization. Before the j-loop, p contains an address in the invalid region, which causes a page fault on the first iteration of the j-loop. The DSM runtime changes a->handle[i]->handle to its location in the read-write region, but this change is not reflected in p. As a result, the j-loop page faults on every iteration. outside the j-loop causes the fault to occur there, and a->handle[i]->handle to be changed to the readwrite location. The same optimization can be applied to the outer loop as well.
These optimizations are dependent on the lazy implementation of release consistency. Invalidations can only arrive at synchronization points, never asynchronously, thus the cached references cannot be invalidated in a synchronization-free loop.
Evaluation Methodology
A difficulty arises in making the comparison with TreadMarks. Ideally, we would like to make these comparisons by simply taking a number of applications in a typed language, and running them, on one hand, on TreadMarks, simply using shared memory as an untyped region of memory, and, on the other hand, running them on top of DOSA, using a shared object space.
For a variety of reasons, the most appealing programming language for this purpose is Java. Unfortunately, commonly available implementations of Java are interpreted and run on slow Java virtual machines. This would render our experiments largely meaningless, because inefficiencies in the Java implementation would dwarf differences between TreadMarks and DOSA. Perhaps more importantly, we expect efficient compiled versions of Java to become available soon, and we would expect that those be used in preference over the current implementations, quickly obsoleting our results. Finally, the performance of these Java applications would be much inferior to published results for conventional programming languages.
We have therefore chosen to carry out the following experiments. We have taken existing C applications, and rewritten them to follow the model of a handle-based implementation. In other words, a handle table is introduced, and all pointers are indirected through the handle table. This approach represents the results that could be achieved by a language or compilation environment that is compatible with our approach for maintaining consistency, but otherwise exhibits no compilation or execution differences with the conventional TreadMarks execution environment. In other words, these experiments isolate the benefits and the drawbacks of our consistency maintenance methods from other aspects of the compilation and execution process. It also allows us to assess the overhead of the extra indirection on single-processor execution times. The compiler optimizations discussed in Section 4 have been implemented by hand in both the TreadMarks and the DOSA programs.
Environment and Applications
Our experimental platform is a switched, full-duplex 100Mbps Ethernet network of thirty-two 300 MHz Pentium II-based computers. Each computer has 256M bytes of memory, and runs FreeBSD 2.2.6.
We demonstrate the performance improvements of DOSA over TreadMarks for fine-grained applications, by using Barnes-Hut and Water-Spatial, both from the SPLASH-2 benchmarks [15] . SOR and Water-Nsquared from the SPLASH benchmarks [14] demonstrate only minimal performance loss for coarse-grained applications.
For each of these applications, Table 1 lists each of the problem sizes and its corresponding sequential execution time. The sequential execution times were obtained by removing all TreadMarks or DOSA calls from the applications. They also include the compile-time optimizations described in Section 4.
The sequential timings show that the overhead of the extra level of dereferencing in the handle-based versions of the applications is never more than 5.2% on one processor for any of these four applications. The sequential execution times without handles were used as the basis for computing the speedups reported later in the paper. Figure 4 shows the speedup comparison between TreadMarks and DOSA for Barnes-Hut and Water-Spatial on 16 and 32 processors for small and large problem sizes. Figure 5 shows various statistics from the execution of these applications on 32 processors for both problem sizes. We derive the following conclusions from this data. First, from Table 1 , the overhead of the extra indirection in the sequential code for these applications is less than 5.2% for Barnes-Hut and 1.1% for Water-Spatial. Second, even for a small number of processors, the benefits of the handlebased implementation are larger than the cost of the extra indirection. For Barnes-Hut with 32K and 128K bodies, DOSA outperforms TreadMarks by 29% and 52%, respectively, on 16 processors. For Water-Spatial with 4K and 32K molecules, DOSA outperforms TreadMarks by 62% and 47%, respectively, on 16 processors. Third, as the number of processors increases, the benefits of the handle-based implementation grow. processors and 51% on 32 processors. Fourth, if the amount of false sharing under TreadMarks decreases as the problem size increases, as in Water-Spatial, then DOSA's advantage over TreadMarks decreases. If, on the other hand, the amount of false sharing under TreadMarks doesn't change, as in Barnes-Hut, then DOSA's advantage over TreadMarks is maintained. In fact, for Barnes-Hut, the advantage grows due to slower growth in the amount of communication by DOSA, resulting from improved locality due to lazy object allocation.
Results
Fine-grained Applications
The reasons for DOSA's clear dominance over TreadMarks can be seen in Figure 5 . This figure shows the number of messages exchanged, the number of overlapped data requests 1 , the amount of data communicated, and the average amount of shared data allocated on each processor. Specifically, we see a substantial reduction in the amount of data sent for DOSA, as a result of the reduction in false sharing. Furthermore, the number of messages is reduced by a factor of 11 for Barnes-Hut/lg and 3 for Water-Spatial/lg. More importantly, the number of overlapped data requests is reduced by a factor of 1.3 for Barnes-Hut/lg and 4.9 for Water-Spatial/lg. Finally, the benefits of lazy object allocation for these applications are quite clear: the memory footprint of DOSA is considerably smaller than that of TreadMarks. Figure 6 shows the speedup comparison between TreadMarks and DOSA for SOR and Water-Nsquared on 16 and 32 processors for small and large problem sizes. Figure 7 shows various statistics from the execution of these applications on 32 processors for both problem sizes.
Coarse-grained Applications
Related Work
Two other systems have used VM mechanisms for finegrain DSM: Millipede [9] and the Region Trapping Library [3] . The fundamental difference between DOSA and these systems is that DOSA takes advantage of a typed language to distinguish a pointer from data at run-time and these other systems do not. This allows DOSA to implement a number of optimizations that are not possible in these other systems. Specifically, in Millipede a physical page may be mapped at multiple addresses in the virtual address space, as in DOSA, but the similarity ends there. In Millipede, each object resides in its own vpage, which is the size of a VM page. Different vpages are mapped to the same physical memory page, but the objects are offset within the vpage such that they do not overlap in the underlying physical page. Different protection attributes may be set on different vpages, thereby achieving the same effect as DOSA, namely per-object access and write detection. The Millipede method requires one virtual memory mapping per object, while the DOSA method requires only three mappings per page, resulting in considerably less address space consumption and pressure on the TLB. Also, DOSA does not require any costly OS system calls (e.g., mprotect) to change page protections after initialization, while Millipede does. The Region Trapping Library is similar to DOSA in that it allocates three different regions of memory with different protection attributes. Unlike DOSA, it doesn't use the regions in way that is transparent to the programmer. Instead, it provides a special API. Furthermore, in the implementation, the read memory region and the read-write memory region are backed by different physical memory regions. This decision has the unfortunate side effect of forcing modifications made in the read-write region to be copied to the read region, every time protection changes from read-write to read.
Orca [2] , Jade [11] , COOL [6] , and SAM [13] are parallel or distributed object-oriented langages. All of these systems differ from ours in that they present a new language or API to the programmer to express distributed sharing, while DOSA does not. DOSA aims to provide transparent object sharing for existing typed languages, such as Java. Furthermore, none of Orca, Jade, COOL, or SAM use VM-based mechanisms for object sharing.
Dwarkadas et al. [7] compared Cashmere, a coarsegrained system, somewhat like TreadMarks, and Shasta, an instrumentation-based system, running on an identical platform -a cluster of four 4-way AlphaServers connected by a Memory Channel network. In general, Cashmere outper-formed Shasta on coarse-grained applications (e.g., Water-N-Squared), and Shasta outperformed Cashmere on finegrained applications (e.g., Barnes-Hut). The only surprise was that Shasta equaled Cashmere on the fine-grained application Water-Spatial. They attributed this result to the run-time overhead of the inline access checks in Shasta. In contrast, DOSA outperforms TreadMarks by 62% on the same application. We attribute this to lazy object allocation, which is not possible in Shasta, and read aggregation.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new run-time system, DOSA, that efficiently implements a shared object space abstraction underneath a typed programming language. The key insight behind DOSA is that the ability to unambiguously distinguish pointers from data at run-time enables efficient fine-grained sharing using VM support. Like earlier systems designed for fine-grained sharing, DOSA improves the performance of fine-grained applications by eliminating false sharing. In contrast to these earlier systems, DOSA's VM-based approach and read aggregation enable it to match a page-based system on coarse-grained applications. Furthermore, its architecture permits optimizations, such as lazy object allocation, which are not possible in conventional fine-grained or coarse-grained DSM systems. Lazy object allocation transparently improves the locality of reference in many applications, improving their performance.
Our performance evaluation on a cluster of 32 Pentium II processors connected with a 100Mbps Ethernet demonstrates that the new system performs comparably to TreadMarks for coarse-grained applications (SOR and WaterNsquare), and significantly outperforms TreadMarks for fine-grained applications (up to 98% for Barnes-Hut and 62% for Water-Spatial).
Due to the page limit, we could only present the overall performance results for fine-grained and coarse-grained applications in detail. The full paper will present a complete breakdown of the fine-grained and coarse-grained applications' performance results, in particular, the contributions of lazy object allocation and read aggregation to DOSA's performance. Their effects are significant: Without lazy object allocation, on 32 processors, Barnes-Hut runs 13% slower and Water-Spatial runs 18% slower; and without read aggregation, on 32 processors, Barnes-Hut runs 68% slower, Water-Spatial runs 24% slower, and Water-N-Squared runs 22% slower.
We have also implemented a distributed garbage collector on both TreadMarks and DOSA that is representative of the state-of-the-art, and evaluated our distributed garbage collectors using a modified version of the OO7 database benchmark [4] . Our evaluation shows that DOSA considerably outperforms TreadMarks for garbage-collected applications. Again, due to the page limit, the detailed result of this performance evaluation has been omitted here but will be presented in the full paper. In short, on 16 processors, OO7 on DOSA outperforms OO7 on TreadMarks by 65% in terms of the total running time.
